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Thank  you  for  choosing  our  product,  please  read  the  "User  Guide"  before  use
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3.  Lock  picker

2.Lock

4.  Mobile  charger

1.  Smart  watch

charger  switch

package  instruction
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20%  40%  60%  80%  100%

State  1:  The  mobile  charger  is  not  charging:

The  battery  level  is  lower  than  20%.  The  first  light  flashes  for  3  seconds  and  

the  battery  level  is  greater  than  20%.  The  first  light  stays  on  for  3  seconds  and  the  

battery  level  is  greater  than  40%.  The  first  two  lights  stay  on  for  3  seconds  and  the  

battery  level  is  greater  than  60%.  The  first  three  lights  stay  on  for  3  seconds.  The  

battery  capacity  is  greater  than  80%  per  second,  the  first  four  lights  stay  on  for  3  

seconds  to  fully  charge,  and  the  five  lights  stay  on  for  3  seconds.

[Battery  display  status]
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1200  mAh  dedicated  charger

Battery  indicator  light

Type-C  charging  interface  when  not  connected  to  the  watch

Physical  button  

(single  press  once  to  display  the  battery  level  of  the  charger  itself)

Mobile  charger
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Mobile  charger

2.  After  the  charger  is  attached  to  the  watch,  press  the  side  button  to  start  charging.  

3.  The  five  "charging  indicator  lights"  are  displayed  in  a  revolving  light,  indicating  that  charging  is  in  progress.

20%  40%  60%  80%  100%

Align  the  bottom  of  the  mobile  charger  with  the  front  of  the  watch  and  snap  it  in.

Charging:  5  LEDs  flash  and  charge  in  a  marquee  manner

The  specific  charging  steps  are  as  follows:  1.  

After  checking  the  direction  (the  charging  contacts  of  the  bracelet  are  on  the  same  side  as  the  charger  contacts),
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State  2:  Mobile  charger  charges  the  watch:

Note:  This  machine  is  powered  by  a  built-in  (non-removable)  battery,  and  the  smart  watch  needs  to  be  charged  for  4  hours  to  be  fully  charged.

How  to  charge  a  smartwatch
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short  strap

How  to  unlock

When  the  button  is  pressed,  the  button  surface  is  basically  flush  with  the  lock  surface.

How  to  lock  a  watch  strap

Press  and  hold  the  middle  part  of  the  button  with  your  finger.  Be  careful  not  to  press  the  button  on  one  side.2
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1

1  Align  the  bottom  of  the  lock  opener  with  the  front  of  the  lock 2  Press  the  middle  button  to  unlock

Align  the  long  strap  with  the  lock

long  strap

long  strapshort  strap

short  strap
long  strap

lock  pick
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(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

01/14/2022

Long  

press  

3

/  

quit

Enter  

in  

seconds

NB  network  has  signal

No  signal  on  NB  network

86  bpm

36.38c

2656

time

body  temperature

heart  rate

date

Step  count

front  page
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heart  rate

body  temperature

Step  count

Long  press  to  enter  the  SOS  interface

SOS  help  interface

16  58
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(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

36.38c  
97.48F  _body  temperature  fahrenheit

Body  temperature  degrees  Celsius
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heart  rate

body  temperature

body  temperature

heart  rate

128bpm
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blood  oxygen

Blood  oxygen  value
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(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

times/minute

blood  oxygen

Respiratory  rate

respiratory  

rate/min

98  %

16

Respiratory  rate
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(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

98

90  80  70

emotional  stress

fatigue  monitoring

(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

fatigue  monitoring
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(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

244

(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

Low  fatigue,  medium  fatigue,  high  fatigue

The  larger  the  value,  

the  greater  the  pressure.

emotional  stress

The  smaller  the  value,  

the  higher  the  fatigue  level.
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Scan  the  QR  code  for  easy  entry

Smart  watch  software  version  number

MAC

SOS  one-click  alarm

(Switch  to  the  previous  page  on  a  single  machine)

(Switch  to  the  next  page  on  a  single  machine)

202220115

E2728A5F1321

MAC  address

09

MAC

Version

SOS  physical  button  (long  press  

to  alarm)

cloud  platform

Bluetooth  base  station
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01/14/2022

36.38

2656

98

SOS

body  temperature/body  temperature

Pressure  value

NFC

Fatigue

Respiratory  rate

High-precision  and  ultra-low  power  

dynamic  heart  rate

Blood  oxygen  SPO2

10

Heart  

rate  

temperature  steps

smart  watch  features

c

16  58
bpm
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1.  Do  not  drop  or  collide  with  hard  objects,  otherwise  it  may  cause  scratches  on  the  surface  of  the  machine,  data  loss  or  other  hardware  

damage;  2.  Do  not  

attempt  to  disassemble  or  modify  the  machine,  as  this  may  cause  quality  problems  or  interfere  with  the  product  warranty:  3.  Do  

not  use  chemicals  or  cleaning  reagents  to  clean  the  bracelet,  as  this  will  damage  the  surface  of  the  machine  and  corrode  the  paint;  4.  It  is  

prohibited  to  use  an  overloaded  power  supply  for  this  product,  and  it  is  prohibited  to  bend  or  squeeze  the  power  cord  with  heavy  objects  to  

avoid  causing  heat  and  

fire;  5.  The  watch  battery  is  not  removable,  please  do  not  remove  the  battery
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